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I T WAS THE FIRST WEEK OF October, 1945. In the
Midwest the DetroIt Tigers and Chicago Cubs faced
off in the final World Series· of the World War II era.
Two thousand miles away photographer Maurice
Terrell arrived at an almost deserted Lane Field, the
home ofth.e minor league San Diego Padres. Terrell's
assignment was as secretive as some wartime opera-
tions: to surreptitiously photograph three black base-
ball players wearing the uniforms of the Kansas City
Royals, a Negro League all-star team. Within three
weeks one of these players would rank among the
most celebrated and intriguing figures in the nation.
But in early October 1945, ashe worked out with his
teammates·in the empty stadium, Jackie Robinson rep-
resented the best-kept secret in sports history.
Terrell shot hundreds of motion-picture frames of

Robinson and his cohorts. A few appeared in print but
the existence of the additional images remained
unknown for four decades, until unearthed in 1987 at
the Baseball Hall of Fame by John Thorn. This discov-
ery triggered an investigation which has led to
startling revelations regarding Brooklyn Dodger
President Branch Rickey's original plan to shatter base-
ball's longstanding color line; the relationship between
these two historic figures; and the· still controversial
issue of black managers in baseball.
The popularly held "frontier" image of Jackie

Robinson as a lone gunman facing down a hostile mob
has always dominated the integration saga. But· new
information related to the Terrell photos· reveals that
while Robinson was the linchpin to Branch Rickey's
strategy, in October 1945 Rickey intended to announce
the signing of not just Jackie Robinson, but several stars

from the Negro Leagues at once. Political pressures,
however, forced Rickey's hand, thrusting Robinson
alone into a spotlight which he never relinquished.
The path to these revelations began with Thorn's

discovery of the Terrell photographs in a collection
donated to the Hall of Fame by Look magazine in 1954.
The images depict a youthful, muscular Robinson in a
battered hat and baggy uniform fielding from his posi-
tion at shortstop, batting with a black catcher crouched
behind him, trapping a third black player in a rundown
between third· and home, and sprinting along the
basepaths more like a former track starthan a baseball
player. Awoman with her back to the action is the only
figure visible in the vacant stands. The contact sheets
bore the imprinted date October 7,1945.
The images perplexed Thorn. He knew that the

momentous announcement of Jackie Robinson's sign-
ing with the Montreal Royals had not occurred until
October 23, 1945. Before that date his recruitment by
Brooklyn Dodger President Branch Rickey had been a
tightly guarded secret. Why, then, had a Look photog-
rapher taken such an interest in Robinson two weeks
earlier? Where ,had the pictures been taken? And why
was Robinson already wearing a Royals uniform?
Thorn called Jules Tygiel, the author of "Baseball's

Great Experiment: Jackie Robinson and His Legacy," to
see if he could shed some light on the photos. Tygiel
had no knowledge of them, but he did have in his files
a 1945 manuscript by newsman Arthur Mann, who fre-
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quently wrote for Look. The article, drafted with
Rickey's cooperation, had been intended to announce
the Robinson signing but had never been published.
The pictures, they concluded, had doubtless been shot
to accompany Mann's article and they decided to find
out the story behind the photo session. Tygiel set out
to trace Robinson's activities in early October 1945.
Thorn headed for the Library of Congress to examine
the Branch Rickey papers, which had been unavailable
at the time Tygiel wrote his book.
The clandestine nature of the photo session did not

surprise the researchers. From the moment he had
arrived in Brooklyn in 1942, determined to end base-
ball's Jim Crow traditions, Rickey had feared that pre-
mature disclosure of his intentions might doom his
bold design. Since the 1890s baseball executives, Jed
by Commissioner Kenesaw Mountain Landis, had
strictly policed the color line, barring blacks from both

tion of a new franchise, the Brooklyn Brown Dodgers,
and a new Negro League, the United States League.
Rickey then dispatched his best talent hunters to
observe black ballplayers, ostensibly for the Brown
Dodgers, but in reality for the Brooklyn National
League club.
A handwritten memorandum in the Rickey Papers

offers a rare glimpse at Rickey's emphasis on secrecy
in his instructions to Dodger scouts. The document,
signed by Chas. D. Clark and accompanied by a Negro
National League schedule for April-May 1945, is head-
lined "Job Analysis," and defines the following "Duties:
under supervision of management of club":
1. To establish contact (silent) with all clubs (local or

general)
2. To gain knowledge and abilities of all players.
3. To report all possible material (players).
4. Prepare weekly reports of activities.

Jackie Robinson bats in actual Photos taken from the secret San Diego workout.

major and minor leagues. In 1943 when young Bill
Veeck attempted to buy the Philadelphia Phillies and
stock the team with Negro League stars, Landis had
quietly but decisively blocked the move. Rickey there-
fore moved slowly and deliberately during his first
three years in Brooklyn. He informed the Dodger own-
ers of his plans but took few others into his confidence.
He began to explore the issue and devised elaborate
strategies to cover up his attelupts to scout black players.
In the spring of 1945, as Rickey prepared to acceler-

ate his scouting efforts, integration advocates, embold-
ened by the impending end of World War II and the
recent death of Commissioner Landis, escalated tbeir
campaign to desegregate baseball.· On April 6, 1945,
black sportswriter Joe Bostic appeared at the Dodgers'
Bear Mountain training camp with Negro League stars
Terris McDuffie and Dave "Showboat" Thomas and
forced Rickey to hold tryouts for the two players. Ten
days later black journalist Wendell Smith, white
sportswriter Dave Egan and Boston city councilman
Isadore Muchnick engineered an unsuccessful audi-
tion with the Red Sox for Robinson and two other black
athletes. In response to these events the major leagues
announced the formation of a Committee on Baseball
Integration. (Reflecting Organized Baseball's true
intentions on the matter, the group never met.)
Amidst this heated atmosphere Rickey created an

elaborate s1110kescreen to obscure his scouting of
black players. In May, 1945 he announced the forma-

5. Keep composite report of outstanding players ...
To travel and cover player whenever management so

desire.
Clark's "Approch" [sic] was to ''Visit game and loose

[sic] self in stands; Keep statistical report (speed,
power, agility, ability, fielding, batting, etc.) by score
card"; and "Leave immediately after game."
Curiously, Clark listed his first "Objective" as being

"to cover Negro teams for possible major league tal-
ent." Yet according to·his later accounts, Rickey had
told most Dodger scouts that they were evaluating tal-
ent for a new "Brown Dodger" franchise. Had Rickey
confided in Clark, a figure so obscure as to escape
prior .mention in the voluminous Robinson literature?
Dodger superscout and Rickey confidante Clyde
Sukeforth has no recollection of Clark, raising the .. pos-
sibility that Clark was not part of the Dodger family,
but perhaps someone connected with black baseball.
Had Clark himself interpreted his instructions in this
manner?
Whatever the answer, Rickey successfully diverted

attention from his true motives. Nonetheless, mount-
ing interest in the integration issue threatened Rickey's
careful planning. In the summer of 1945 Rickey con-
structed yet another facade. The Dodger President
took Dan Dodson, a New York University sociologist
who chaired Mayor Fiorello laGuardia's Committee on
Unity, into his confidence and requested that Dodson
form a Committee on Baseball ostensibly to study the
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possibility of integration. In reality, the committee
would provide the illusion of action while Rickey quiet-
ly completed his own preparations to sign several black
players at once. "This was one of the toughest deci-
sions I ever had to make while in office," Dodson later
confessed. 'The major purpose I could see for the com-
mittee was that it was a stall for time ... Yet had Mr.
Rickey not delivered . . . I would have been totally dis-
credited."
Thus by late August, even as Rickey's extensive

scouting reports had led him to focus in on Jackie
Robinson as his standard bearer, few people in or out
of the Dodger organization suspected that a break-
through was imminent. On August 28 Rickey and
Robinson held their historic meeting at the Dodgers'
Montague Street offices in downtown Brooklyn.
Robinson signed an agreement to accept a contract
with the Montreal Royals, the top Dodger affiliate, by
November 1. Rickey, still concerned with secrecy,
impressed upon Robinson the need to maintain silence

future of Negro baseball as an organization." But the
subterfuge succeeded. Neither black nor white
reporters pursued the issue further.
Rickey, always sensitive to criticism by New York

sports reporters and understanding the historic signifi-
cance of his actions, wanted to be sure that his version
of the integration breakthrough and his role in it be
accurately portrayed. To guarantee this he expanded
his circle of conspirators to include freelance writer
Arthur Mann. In the weeks following the Robinson
meeting, Mann, Rickey's close friend and later a
Dodger employee, authored at the Mahatma's behest a
3,000 word manuscript to be published simultaneously
with the announcement of the signing.
Although it is impossible to confirm this, it seems

highly likely that Maurice Terrell's photos, commis-
sioned by Look, were destined to accompany Mann's
article. Clearer prints of the negatives revealed to
Thorn and Tygiel that Terrell had taken the pictures in
San Diego's Lane Stadium. This fit in with Robinson's

Robinson chases a liner to demonstrate his fielding range.
until further preparations had been made. Robinson
could tell the momentous news to his family and
fiancee, but no one else.
For the conspiratorial Rickey, further subterfuge

was necessary to keep the news sheltered while con-
tinuing the: Rumors about Robinson's

had ;JJreatly spread through the world of blacl{
baseball. To stifle speculation Rickey "leaked" an adul-

of tIle incident to blacl{ sportswriter
Wendell Sn1ith. SIuith, who had recommended
Robinson to Rickey and advised Rickey on the integra-
tion project, doubtless knew the true story behind the
meeting. On Septell1ber 8, however, he reported in the
Pittsburgh Courier that the "sensational·shortstop" and
"colorful major league dynamo" had met bel1ind
"closed doors."
"The nature of the conferences has not been

revealed," wrote Smith. "It seems to be shrouded in
mystery and Robinson has not made a statement since
he left Brooklyn." Rickey claimed that he·and Robinson
had assessed "the organization of Negro baseball," but
did not discuss "the possibility of Robinson becoming a
member of the Brooklyn Dodgers organization."
Smith hinted broadly of future developments, noting

that "It does not seem logical (Rickey) should call in a
rookie player to discuss the future organization of
Negro baseball." He closed with the tantalizing
thought tllat "it appears that the Brooklyn boss has a
plan on his mind that extends further than just the

fall itinerary. In the aftermath of his meting with
Rickey, Robinson had returned briefly to the Kansas
City Monarchs. With the Dodger offer securing his
future and the relentless bus trips of the Negro
League wearing him down, he had left the
Monarchs before end and returned home to
Pasadena, California. In late Septel11ber he hooked up
with Chet Brewer's Kansas City RoyalR, () postseason

teaul which toured the Pacific Coast,
competing against other Negro League teams and
major and minor league all-star squads. Thus the
word "Royals" on Robinson's uniform, which had so
piqued the interest of Thorn and Tygiel, ironically
turned out not to relate to Robinson's future team in
Montreal, but rather to his interim employment in
California.
For further information Tygiel contacted Chet

Brewer, who at age 80 still lived in Los Angeles.
Brewer, one of the great pitchers. of the Jim Crow era,
had known Robinson well. He had followed Robinson's
spectacular athletic career at UClA and in 1945 they
became teammates on the Monarchs. "Jackie was
major league all the way," recalls Brewer. "He had the
fastest reflexes I ever saw in a player." With Brewer's
Royals, Robinson was always the first in the clubhouse
and the first one on the field. "Satchel Paige was just
the opposite," laughs Brewer. "He would there just
as the game was about to start and COll1e running on
the field still tying his shoe."
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Robinson particularly relished facing major league
all-star squads. Against Bob Feller, Robinson slashed
two doubles. "Jack was running crazy on the bases," a
Royal teammate remembers. In one game he upended
shortstop Gerry Priddy of the Washington Senators.
Priddy angrily complained about the hard slide in an
exhibition game. "Any time I put on a uniform," retort-
ed Robinson, "I play to win." The fire in his playing
notwithstanding, Robinson maintained his pledge to
Rickey. Neither Brewer nor any of his teammates sus-
pected the secret that Robinson faithfully kept inside
him.
Brewer recalls that Robinson and two other Royals

journeyed from Los Angeles to San Diego on a day
when the team was not scheduled to play. He identified
the catcher in the photos as Buster Haywood and· the
other player as Royals third baseman Herb Souell.
Souell is no longer living, but Haywood, who, like
Brewer resides in Los Angeles, has vague recollections
of the event, which he incorrectly remembers as occur-

the so-called National pastime." At another point he
writes, "Rickey felt the boy's sincerity," appropriate lan-
guage perhaps for an 18-year-old prospect, but not for a
26-year-old former army officer.
"The Negro and Baseball" consists largely of the

now familiar Rickey-Robinson story. Mann re-created
Rickey's haunting 1904 experience as collegiate coach
of black baseball player, Charlie Thomas, who, when
denied access to a hotel, cried and rubbed his hands,
chanting, "Black skin! Black Skin! If I could only make
'em white." Mann described the search for the "right"
man, the formation of the United States League as a
cover for scouting operations, the reasons for selecting
Robinson, and the fateful drama of the initial Rickey-
Robinson confrontation.
Other sections, however, graphically illustrate which

issues Rickey deemed significant. Mann repeatedly
cites the financial costs incurred by the Dodgers:
$5,000 to scout Cuba, $6,000 to scout Mexico, $5,000 to
establish the "Brooklyn Brown Dodgers." The final

The flowing stride ofthe young and lanky Robinson.

ring in Pasadena. Robinson had befriended Haywood
the preceding year while coaching basketball in Texas.
He recruited the catcher and Souell, his former
Monarch teammate, to "work out" with him. All three
wore their Royal uniforms. Haywood found neither
Robinson's request nor the circumstances unusual.
Although he was unaware that they were being pho-
tographed, Haywood still can describe the session
accurately. "We didn't know what was going on," he
states. ''We'd hit and throw and run from third base to
home plate."
The San Diego pictures provide a rare·glimpse of the

pre-Montreal Robinson. The article which they were to
accompany and related correspondence in the Library
of Congress offers even rarer insights into Rickey's
thinking. The unpublished Mann manuscript was enti-
tled "The Negro and Baseball: The National Game
Faces A Racial Challenge Long Ignored." As Mann
doubtless based his account on conversations with
Rickey and since Rickey's handwritten comments
appear in the margin, it stands as the earliest "official"
account of the Rickey-Robinson story and reveals
many of the concerns confronting Rickey in September
1945.
One of{he most striking features of the article is the

language used to refer to Robinson. Mann, reflecting
the blind racism typical of postwnr ...
tively portrays Robinson as the "first Negro chattel in

total reaches $25,000 a modest sum considering the
ultimate returns, but one which Rickey felt would
counter his skinflint image.

Rickey's desire to dispel the notion that political
pressures had motivated his actions also emerges
clearly. Mann had suggested that upon arriving in
Brooklyn in ·1942, Rickey "was besieged by telephone
calls, telegrams, and letters of petition in behalf of
black ball players," .and that this "staggering pile of
missives were so inspired to convince him that he and
the Dodgers had been selected as a kind of guinea
pig." In his marginal comments, Rickey vehemently
objected to this notion. "No!" he wrote in a strong dark
script, "I began all this as soon as I went to Brooklyn."
Explaining why he had never attacked the subject dur-
ing his two decades as general manager of the St.
Louis Cardinals, Rickey referred to the segregated
conditions in that city. "St. Louis never permitted
Negro patrons in the grandstand," he wrote, describing
a policy he had apparently felt powerless to change.
Mann also devoted two of his twelve pages to a spir-

itedattack on the Negro Leagues. He repeated
Rickey's charges that 'They are the poorest excuse for
the word league" and documented the prevalence of
barnstorming, the uneven scheduling, absence of con-
tracts, and dominance of booking agents. Mann reveal-
ingly for the Negro LeagueR to
the "outrageous" guarantees .demanded by New York
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booking agent William Leuschner to place black teams
in Ebbets Field while the Dodgers were on the road.
Rickey's misplaced obsession with the internal disor-

ganization of the Negro Leagues had substantial factu-
al basis. But in transforming the black circuits into
major villains of Jim Crow baseball, Rickey had an ulte-
rior motive. In his September 8 article, Wendell Smith
addressed the issue of "player tampering," asking
"Would (Rickey) not first approach the owner of these
Negro teams who have these stars under contract?"
Rickey, argued Smith in what might have been an
unsuccessful preemptive strike, "is obligated to do so
and his record as a businessman indicated that he
would." As Smith may have known, Rickey maintained
that Negro League players did not sign valid contracts
and became free agents at the end of each season. The
Mahtma thus had no intention of compensating Negro
League teams for the players he signed. His repeated
attacks on black baseball, including the Mann article,
served to justify this questionable practice.

Newcombe, Roy Partlow and John Wright. The follow-
ing week he met with catcher Roy Campanella.
Campanella and Newcombe, at least, believed they had
been approached to play for the "Brown Dodgers."
At the same time Rickey decided to postpone publi-

cation of Mann's manuscript. In a remarkable letter
sent from the World Series in Chicago on October 7,
Rickey informed Mann:

We just can't go now with the article. The thing isn't
dead,- not at all. It is more alive than ever and that is
the reason we can't go with any publicity at this time.
There is more involved in the situation than I had con-
templated. Other players are in it and it may be that I
can't clear these players until after the December meet-
ings, possibly not until after the first of the year. You
must simply sit in the boat ...

There is a November 1 deadline on Robinson,- you
know that. I am undertaking to extend that date until
January 1st so as to give me time to sign plenty of play-
ers and make one break on the complete story. Also,

The revelations and tone of this letter surprise
Robinson's widow, Rachel, forty years after the event.
Rickey "was such a deliberate man," she recalls, "and
this letter is so urgent. He must have been very ner-
vous as he neared his goal. Maybe he was nervous that
the owners would turn him down and having five peo-
ple at the door instead of just one would have been
more powerful."
Events in the weeks after October 7 justified

Rickey's nervousness and forced him to deviate from
the course stated in the Mann latter. Candidates in
New York City's upcoming November elections, most
notably black Communist City Councilman Ben Davis,
made baseball integration a major plank in the cam-
paign.
Mayor laGuardia's liberal supporters also sought to

exploit the issue. Professor Dodson's Committee on
Baseball had prepared a report outlining a modest, long
range strategy for bringing blacks into the game and
describing the New York teams, because of the favorable
political and racial climate in the city, as in a "choice posi-
tion to undertake this pattern of integration." laGuardia
wanted Rickey's permission to make a pre-election
announcement that "baseball would shortly begin signing
Negro players," as a result of the committee's work.

More fielding efforts from the workout two weeks before Jackie became a Dodger.

The one respect in which The Negro and Baseball quite obviously it might not be good to sign Robinson
departs radically from common perceptions of the with other and possibly better players unsigned.
Robinson legend is in its depiction of Robinson as one
of a group of blacks·about to be signed by the Dodgers.
Mann's manuscript reveals that Rickey did not intend
for Robinson, usually viewed as a solitary standard
bearer, to withstand the pressures alone. "Determined
not to be charged with merely nibbling at the prob-
lem," wrote Mann, "Rickey went all out and brought in
two more··Negro players," and "consigned them, with
Robinson, to the Dodgers' top farm club, the Montreal
Royals." Mann named pitcher Don Newcombe and,
surprisingly, .outfielder Sam Jethroe as Robinson's
future teammates.
As Mann's report indicates, and subsequent corre-

spondence from Rickey confirms, Rickey did not plan
to announce the signing of just one black player.
Whether the recruitment of additional blacks had
always been his intention or whether he had reached
his decision after meeting with Robinson in August is
unclear. But by late September, when he provided
information to Mann for his article, Rickey had clearly
decided to bring in other Negro League stars.
During the first weekend in October Dodger Coach

Chuck Dressen fielded a major league all-star team in a
series of exhibition games against Negro League
standouts at Ebbets Field. Rickey took the opportunity
to interview at least three black pitching prospects,
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Rickey, a committee member, had long ago subvert-
ed the panel to his own purposes. By mid-October,
however, the committee had become "an election foot-
ball." Again unwilling to risk the appearance of suc-
cumbing to political pressure and thereby surrender-
ing what he viewed as his rightful role in history,
Rickey asked laGuardia to delay his comments. Rickey
hurriedly contacted Robinson, who had joined a barn-
storming team in New York en route to play winter ball
in Venezuela, and dispatched him to Montreal. On
October 23, 1945, with Rickey's carefully laid plans
scuttled, the Montreal Royals announced the signing of
Robinson, and Robinson alone.
The premature revelation of Rickey's racial break-

through had important ramifications for the progress
of baseball's "great experiment." Mann's article never
appeared. Look, having lost its exclusive, published
two strips of the Terrell pictures in its November 27,
1945 issue accompanying a brief summary of the
Robinson story. The unprocessed film negatives and

Organized Baseball foreshortened what should have
been a stellar career. To this day, Jethroe remains
unaware of how close he came to joining Robinson,
Newcombe and Campanella in the pantheon of integra-
tion pioneers.
Beyond these revelations about the Robinson sign-

ing, the Library of Congress documents add surpris-
ingly little to the familiar contours of the integration
saga. There is one letter of interest from Rickey to
Robinson, dated December 31, 1950, in which the old
man offers some encouragement to Jackie's budding
managerial ambitions. But by the time he retired in
1956, Robinson's personal ambition to manage had
faded, though he never flagged in his determination to
see a black manager in the majors. The Rickey Papers
copiously detail his post-Dodger career as general
manager of the Pittsburgh Pirates, but are strangely
silent about the critical 1944-48 period. Records for
these years probably remained with the Dodger orga-
nization, which· claims to have no knowledge of their

With baggy uniform flapping, Jackie Robinson seems to enjoy the tryout.

contact sheets were loaded into a box and nine years
later shipped to the National Baseball Hall of Fame,
where they remained, along with a picture of Jethroe,
unpacked until April 1987.
Newcombe, Campanella, Wright and Partlow all

joined the Dodger organization the following spring.
Jethroe became a victim of the "deliberate speed" of
baseball integration. Rickey did not interview Jethroe
in 1945. Since few teams followed the Dodger lead, the
fleet, powerful outfielder remained in the Negro
Leagues until 1948, when Rickey finally bought his
contract from the Cleveland Buckeyes for $5,000.
Jethroe had two spectacular seasons at Montreal
before Rickey, fearing a "surfeit of colored boys on the
Brooklyn club," profitably sold him to the Boston
Braves for $100,000. Jethroe won the Rookie of the
Year Award in 1950, but his delayed entry into

whereabouts. National League documents for these
years remain closed to the public.
In any case, Robinson's greatest pioneering work

came as a player. Though Rickey apparently intended
that Jackie be just one of a number of black players
signed at one time, the scuttling of those plans laid the
success or failure of the assault on Jim Crow dispropor-
tionately on the capable shoulders of Jackie Robinson,
who had always occupied center stage in Rickey's
thinking. While this greatly intensified .the pressures
on the man, it also enhanced his legend immensely.
Firmly fixed in the public mind as the sole pathfinder,
rather than group leader, he became the lightning rod
for supporter and opponent alike, attracting the
responsibility, the opprobrium, and ultimately the
acclaim for his historic achievement.
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